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occasion for-restating its objects 
articles taken from the daily 
speeches wllich are of general 

standpoint ; secondly, to 
not readily accessi- 

books published 

problems of the day. 

Economic Digest is non-political and non-party ; so far as possible it 
cuncentratcs on all economic aspects, but since it is impossible to isolate 
the political from the economic, every care is taken to keep a balance 
between different political doctrines and different schools of thought. 



. I  U.N. Trade, Conferc, wee 
ai  Work 

By E R I C T H A M  WHITE , 

The three main problems which confront every country, ond 
possible lines of compromise for speciol diqiculties. 

r ‘111, main new factors regarding 1 it rcpresentatioii at. 1.1avaiia 
arc first the practically coniplcte 
attendance of the Latin American 
countries of which there are seven- 
teen at I-lavana as compared with 
two-Cuba and Brazil-which 
participated at Geneva. Secondly, 
there is thc wide representation of 
the Middle East countries. These 
new factors will undoubtedly tend 
to shift the balance of the Confer- 
ence toward the interest of the less 
de\.elopcd countries. On , the 
other hand the participation of 
European countries has . been 
substantially increased. The 
U.S.S.R., Ukrainian S.S.R., 
Byelorussian S.S.R., Bulgaria, and 
Yugoslavia did not accept invita- 
tions to attend. 

I t  may’bc helpful to regard the 
Draft Charter as six interrelated 
agreements : one on tradc policy, 
one on cmployment and pro$uc- 
tion, one on economic development 

. and international investment, one 
on commodity arrangements, one 
on restrictive business practices, 
and finally one on the constitu- 
tion of the proposed International 
Trade Orginization which would 
hc a new United Nations special- 
ized agency in the field of 
inteinational tradc. 

A .short analysis of the main 
aspects of the Charter will help 
t n  suggest which of them are 

. 

likely to prove the most contro- 
versial at Havana. The  organiza- 
tion of the proposed IT0 contains 
several contentious problems-in 
particular the method of voting to 
he used in the I T 0  and the trading ~ 

relations to be established between 
IT0 members and non-members. 
‘The section of the Draft Charter 
dealing with Restrictive Business 
Practices (such as-certain types of 
Cartels), will attract considerable 
discussion. 

But the three vital sections of the 
I Draft Charter are those dealing 

with Ihployment and Economic 
Activity, with Economic Develop- 
ment, and with Commercial 
Policy respcctivcly. National 
interests will be most concerned at 
Havana with the principles and 
practices proposed in these chapters 
of the Draft Charter. 

\\‘ithout going deep into. 
economic theory, the main 
problems can he posed in a 
series of questions which each 
country must ask itself. 

There is first, the hasic question ; 
if we accept a Charter which 
imposes certain rules on pur com- 
mcrcial relations with oth& 
countries and which may force us  
to diminish or abandon our 
traditional methods of trading, 
do we stand to gain or lose, either 
in. the short run or in the long 
run ? In othcr words, will I T 0  

. 

. 

. 
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7 ECONOMIC DIGEST 

membership bring benefits that vana. The  immediacy of the 
will compensate for giving up . problem has been stressed by the 
certain riehts ? The  answer to this holding of the Conference on Latin 

American soil and by the participa- 
tion of practically every Latin 
American country, all of which 
in one way or another are faced with 

1 I, c 

question 7s 'fundamental ; and it is 
largely the responsibility of the 
countries which sponsored the 
Draft Charter to show that the 
answers must be  in the affirmative. 

A second question is being asked 
by some delegates who regard their 
economies as relatively well devel- 
oped but as nevertheless dependent 
on slumps and booms,in the main 
industrialized countries. Can the 

* smaller or middle-sized countries 
reasonably be asked to remove 
bairiers against import-and 
would they. be able to do so-if 
depressions are likely to occur in 
the great industrial countries and 
if these countries a re .  likely to 
attempt to "export tbeir unem- 
ployment"? 

T h e  third main question has 
already been posed by as many as 
half the delegates who,spoke in the 
opening plenary sessions of. the 
Conference. How, they asked, 
can the proposals of the Charter for 
reducing or removing national 
protection of trade, whether by 
tahffs, quotas, o r '  other devices, 
be reconciled with the needs of the 
under-developed or less developed 
countries to protect their. young 
industries and so to approach the 
ideal (a fundamental ideal of the 
IT0 Charter) of full employment 
and maximum production ? How 
is the.balance to be struck between, 
on the one hand, the promotion of 
economic development of unde- 
veloped 'countries ,by the use of 
such devices as.quotas and, on 
tlie other, the reduction of barriers 
to world trade and the subsequent 

'increasing flow of goods between 
countries ? This is the key question 
facing the delegates today a t  Ha- 
2 9 7  . .  

the need. to develop and'protect 
their industries and to raise their ' 

standards of living. 

They are joined, in principle, by 
the underdeveloped states of the 
Middle East, and by the vast 
areas of India, China, and other Far 
Eastern states with their huge 
population living at' a low level of 
subsistence. The  very urgency of 
this problem. has, in fact, brought 
forth accusatiqns that the Geneva 
draft represents the views of the 
older, fully developed countries 
and of their implicit desire to limit 
the industrial and commercial de- 
velopment o f ,  the "younger" 
countries. The  clash of national 
interests on this vital question and 
the efforts of the Conference to 
devise an acceptable formula for 
encouraging the expansion of trade 
by the less developed countries 
while allowing a restricted use of . 
protective devices, may' well pro: 
vide the clue to the main discus- 
sions. 

The  most controversial type of 
protective device is probably the 
quota, which lays down an absolute 
maximum amount of a particular 
product or raw material which may 
be imported. But quantitative 
restrictions offer in many in- 
stances the most effective device for 
the protection of a new industry, 
more effective than a tariff or a 
subsidy, for instance, for .the 
following reason. A new industry, 
comparatively small in itself, may 
contribute only a small part of the 
total domestic consumption of the 

' .  I 



U.N. TRADE CONFERENCE A T  WORK 3 

type of goods it produces. In these 
circumstances, a high tariff will 
simply penalize the home 
consumer of the product, most 
of which has to be imported, and 
will throw a burden on thc com- 
munity as a whole for the sake of 
protecting one industry. Similar 
objections can be made to subsidies. 
A rich and highly developed coun- 
try can afford to subsidize a new 
industry or a new agricultural 
development, whereas a less 
developed country by its nature is 
less well equipped to provide the 
funds to make the subsidy effective. 

Factd with this fundamental 
problem the Draft Charter as it now 
stands offers a compromise. It 
recognizes that protective measures 
such as quantitative restrictions 
“may be required to promote the 
establishment, development, or 
reconstruction of. particular indus- 
tries or particular branches of 
agriculture, and that in appro- 
priate circumstances the grant of 

such assistance in the form of 
protective measures may be justi- 
fied.” At the same time, the right of 
a country to impose quantitative 
restrictions would be subordinated 
to the jurisdiction of IT0 and, 
except in emergencies, would not 
be embarked upon without full 
prior consultation with IT0  
members. This would enable 
ITO. to determine whether the 
objective should be sought 
through quantitative restrictions, 
whether possible injuries to other 
countries would outweigh the 
benefits to the undeveloped indus- 
try in question, and in particular, 
whether -the benefits could be 
obtained some other way. In  
other words, the judgment of IT0 
would be concerned not with 
whether the young industry should 
be developed, but with what would 
be the least harmful method of 
protecting it in the interests of the 
world as a whoie.-uNlTEo NA- 
TIONS BULLECIN, December 16, 1947. 

._ 

Sabsidies far 1J.K. Elidastries 
FINANCIAL YEAI~ 1947-48 

Iron and Steel . . ’ . . . .  . .  
,Ferro-chrome . ., . . . .  . .  
Magnesium . . .. . . . . .  
Aluminium . . .. . .  . .  
Watch-making and jewel manufacturing 
Cotton’spinning . . -. . . .  
Coal stocking .. . .  . .  
Fuel oils and kerosene ‘ . . . .  

, Coastal shipping . . . .  . .  
Agriculture . . .. . .  .. 
Herring Industry . . . .  .. 

Canals and canal carriers . . . . 

. .  .. 

.. . .  

. .  .. 

. .  . .  

. .  . .  

. .  .. 

. .  . .  

.. .. 

. .  . .  . ’ 98:OOO 
Civil Aviation . . . . .  . .  .. . .  7,662,000 

HANSARD, Npember 18, 1947 
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l Great Britain in World I 

Economy ” 
I By ALFRED E. KAHN* 

The pnrpose of the book here reviewed is to study the changes in 
Great Britain‘s internationaI economic position with the aid of 

the fheory of InternotionaI EqiriIibriuni. 

I 

! 
i 

I .  “THE British balance of pay- thinks, \vas Britain’s major single 
ments(says Mr. Kahn)chans problem. .It v a s  due in part to the 

the changes in lier international seriously diminislled competitive ’ 
economic position in a changifig power of her industry, especially 
world. No economic change of the staple industries coal, iron and 
the period is alien to it. The  bulk steel, and textiles. But for British . 
of our study therefore consists of industry as a whole the period a a s  
an investigation into the British not simply one of stagnation and 
balance of payments and. into the decline. The  staple industries 
numerous factors determining it were organising in response to 
and determined by it. In such a the new competitive situation. In  
study it soon becomes clear that the addition, other groups arose to 
internal and the international are compensate in part for the decline 
completely and inextricably linked of the old. British industry was 
in mutual casual relationship.” slowly adapting itself to its new 

place in the \vorld. “The growth 
mist, I t  is e\,ident that  he has made Of ’new’ industries during the 
an exhaustive study of official years 1919-1939 in the fields of . 
publications and of the ,vritings of po\ver (electricity), transportation 
British eCOliOmiStS. His work (automobiles, airplanes), engineer- 
contains thirty-one statistical ing (electrical machinery), metal , 
tables and’ a nine-page selected manufacture (aluminium), textiles 
bibliography, besides copious notes (;ayon), and chemistry (synthetic 
on almost every )\’hatever nitrogen an$ dyes, coal hydro- 
may be said of his conclusions, the genation), Permeating the entire 
data oll ,,.hicl, these CunclUSionS arr industrial Structure, belics a!y 
based is presented fully and lucidly facile generalkzations about Brit- 

of do&,- , ah’s  industrial decline, about her 
mentation. 
’. &lr, ~ ~ l ~ ~ ’ ~  analysis is mainly‘ Pirt  111, The British Balance of 

concerned period I , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~  In~ernatiunal I’aJmnfs and Part 
IV, Tlie Sli+i;g Grographical Pat- 

and 1939 the decline of British terns ofGrea( Brifditr’s I n f e n r a t i o i d  
exports ,,.as great and continuous; Ecoiromic Tiansuclioiis are the 
because the world \vas learning to most important sections of the . 
dispense more and more with’hcr .book. A detailed review is made 
manufactures. This, Rlr. Kahn’ oi  the various acpects of thc povers 
*Pirmon, London, (1 51-) 

MI, ICahn is an ~~~~i~~~ econo- 

. by an admirable 
lack of adaptability or ingenuity.” I 

I 

. ~ the tJvO \rorld ,\.BTs, ~ ~ t \ ~ ~ ~ ~  1919 
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. “GREAT Lil<I’l‘Alh’ IN WORLD ECONOMY” 5 
of adjustment and of the diiferent 
phases through which it passed. 
The  conclusion reached on the 
British economy in transition is 
summed up thus : 
. l h e  most vital changes in the 
international econoinic position of 
Great Britain in the years 1919-39 
were the improvement in her barter 
t e r m  of international exchange, 
the decrease in her. exports of 
capital, and the deterioration in the 
competitive power of her industry. 
The  first \vas a windfall addition to 
real income, to !lie extent that the 
economy was able to take full ad- 
vantage of it. The  second offered 
an increased potentiality for con- 
sumption or domestic investment, 
without involving a change in 
income, strictly defined. The  
third meant a real decline in 
income, the extent of which 
depended mainly upon the elas- 
ticity of Britain’s ,demand for 
foreign goods, services, and securi- 
ties. All imposed upon the British 
economy a need for enormous 
readjustments, which were in con- 
tinuous process during the entire 
period. 

“The old world etonomy could 
not possibly he restored intact, hut 
its destruction had been in large 
measure the result of conscious 
government policies, and these 
were coining increasingly into ques- 
tion. The  inadequacy of empire 
preference was becoming more and 
more apparent. There was evidence 
that the cheap-money policy had 
become dangerous, once recovery 
turned into a boom based almost 
entirely upon the domestic market. 
There was little economic ~ X C U S C  
for agricultural protection, from a 
sliurt ur lung-run point of view. A 
government policy which intensi- 
fied the rigidities could not ohlit- 
erate the necessity for economic 

‘I.  . 

flexibility and easy adaptation in 
a country as inevitably subject to 
the vagaries of the international 
competitive struggle as was Great 
Britain. The  tariff and the govern- 
mentally encouraged combination 
movement in industry created 
entrenched vested interests who 
were content to exploit the pro- 
tected domestic market and, as the 
price for being undisturbed at home, 
to leave to foreign producers the 
exploitation of foreign markets 
urgently required by the British 
economy as a whole. Trade policy 
and the’ restrictions on foreign 
lending likewise thwarted a very 
necessary recoverj‘ of British ex- 
ports. 

“This necessity for foreign mar: 
kets would increase if, as it ap- 
peared, private domestic invest- 
ment was reaching a point of 
rapidly diminishing returns. 
Only technological advance and 

the absorption by the domestic 
market of more automobiles, 

problem of investment outlets 
promised to become a prcssing 
one for the British economy, 

when the war opened up mare than 
enough opportunities and post- 
poned its resolution.” 

The  final chapter, The Position 
of Britain in the Post- War World, 
was written before the end of the 
war. The  forecasts of probable 
tendencies are interesting, though 
some of them have turned out to be 
mistaken at least in part: the 
cstirnate of Britain’s adverse balance 
of payments, for example, is far 
below the mark. $11. Kahn 
concludes with specific recommen- 
dations : 

“IVithin the framework of what- 

lower prices could have prolonged 

houses, and even electricity. ?’he 

and undoubtedly threatened to I 
result in heavy unemployment, ! 

’ ,: 

’ !’ 
I. 

!I 
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..I_ 6 ’  ECONOMIC DIGEST 

ever new world order and British reason it must take definite steps 
policies emerge after the war;the to prevent the use of patents as 
real incomes of the British people instruments of business aggression 
will depend upon their own pro$uc- instead of as means for fostering 
tivity and adaptability. What can invention. And for precisely the 
be accomplished in this direction same reasons it must assert and 
by public policy ? A few sugges- exercise jurisdiction over, certain 

subsidization of industrial research tracts, in so far as they also may 
and of education for modern impair business efficiency or hinder 
business management would seem the introduction of superior tech: 
to be obviously desirable first nological expedients. 
steps in a country which appears to *‘The British people have a 
have been relatively hackward In vital’stakc in  their industry. They 
these respects. But the Pr”6res- have a basic right, superior to the 
sive ossification of British rights of property or of collective 
business organisation under the bargaining, to demand that it 
control of vested interests must certain basic standards of 
also be attacked more directly. It performance. This right may, ’ 
must be the function of Public perhaps, be effectuated partly by 
policy to restore freedom OfoPPor- . a rigorously enforced ‘antitrust’ 
tunity ’ for superior men and law or by appropriate stipulations 
methods and thus to see that the in charters granting the privilege of . ’ 

unfit, however strong in a bushess incorpontion. in. the case of !he 
sense, are weeded Out. Where nucleus. firms chosen in wartime 
free competition provides a suitable plans for concentration of industry, 
method of industrial organisation, the may be in an especidlly 
the government must assume the favouraljle position to demand 
responsibility for recognising, fos- corresponding reciprocal benefit;. 

“However the British people 
tering, and protecting certain de- C- 

lined rights Of actual and decide to exercise their ‘rights in 
Potential competitors. Where industry’ they must he exercised. 
it does not, the government must Effectuation of even the few 
see to it that whptever alternative inadequate recommendations sug- ’ 
schemes are adopted meet certain . gested above will involve the 
standards of social pedormac- flouting of powerful interests, who 
among other ways, possibly, by have‘ behind them not merely 
insuring that control tie exercised their Own power hut also the dead 
by managers responsible to don- weight of social acquiescence in 

I sumer and public as well .as to their inveterate practices and 
produccr and labour interests. Thus But Britain is faced I 
the government must ‘assen the also \,.itb difficult problems. 
public interest by supervising and Neither the people nor their leaders 
controlling international Cartel do themselves any service by 
agreements, which divide markets, refusing to r!cognise that serious 
protect domestic business interests, problems often require drastic 
and often seriously retard tech- remedies.” 
nological progress. For the same G.B. 

a tions may be in order. Heavy aspects of employer-employee con- t 

I 
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Undeveloped Nations and 
I.T.O. Charter 

Front US. NEWS SERVICE 

JJAJOR controversy‘ at Havana. 
has been the insistence by 

economically undeveloped nations 
upon righti to preferential trade 
agreements and restrictive import, 
quotas, with the United States and 
most Prcparatory Commission 
members holdihg out for no 
preferential agreements (excepting 
several already in force) and a 
ban on .protective import quoias 
except through prior agreement. 
with ITO. 

U.S. Acting Chairman Clair 
Wilcox warned the Conference 
that the United States could not 
agree to proposals which he said 
amounted to “prescription for cco- 
nomic anarchy.” 

Disclaiming any desire to voice 
’ threats, MI. Wilcox-outlined briefly 

the probable consequences upon 
other nations if the United 
States should be forced into eco- 
nomic nationalism rather than 
international co-operation. He 
said in part : 

“Other countries may he told 
that they can sell to us but only up 
to a certain limit, regardlcss of 
quality. ’They may be told that 
thiy cannot sell to us unless they 
agree to take specific quantities of 

.specific goods in return. 
“They may be told they cannot 

sell to us until they modify policies 
we do not like. They may dis, 
cover, when they attempt to sell in 
other markets, that we have been 

there first to freeze them out. . . .” 
Mr.’ iVilhox emphasised that 

general imposition of trade re- 
strictions around the world would 
be merely an inconvenience for a 
large country of great resources and 
relatively minor dependence on 
foreign trade, hut it might mean 
disaster for smaller countries. 

The  Nenc York Herald Tribune 
editorially agreed with the \Vilcox 
sratement saying in par t :  “ . . . 
One wonders how even the most 
jealous of nationalistic sovereign- 
ties could escape its logic. How- 
ever there will always he those 
whose fear of reciprocity, whose 
suspicion of strong neighbours; 
will incline them to a course devoid 
of common sFnse. . . . One is 
kncouraged by the hope expressed 
by one OF our delegates that the 
consequences of insistence on ‘Q.R.’ 
(q’uantitative restrictions) had been 
made clear and that. enough 
delegations in the ‘Q.R.’ camp 
would change their views. I t  
seems tu us extremely important 
to the world that fhey should.” 

On the same subject, the Nenv 
York Sirrt said : “It  is essential that 
any means adopted at the Havana 
Conference to permit protective 
action ‘by sinall countries against 
foreign rivalry shall he fair in 
protecting other countries which 
have slashed .their tariff rates to 
encoyrage foreign trade generally.” 
-December 30, 1947. 
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I ‘1 Problem of Unrequited Expords 
By R. F. KAHN, C.B.E. t 

What  is tlie prospect of dsoling eflecriuely with exporrs for’ 
which  we get no’rettrrn P And how will Afarshall aid affect 

Ihe dollar gap ? 
. , 

1 

T H E  problem of “unrequited it, thcrefore, if the estimate is to be 
exports”-i.e., exports for which .even approximately realized, with 

we receive neither goods nor unrequitc? exports running at the 
convertible currency in return-as rate of somc L300m. or L400ni. a 

1948, begins now to assunlc quanti- Such cxports, though unrequited 
it may present itself iii. the course of year. . .  
tativc form. in ternx..of goods or the means of I 

In  his speech in the House of acquiring goods, must of course be I 
Commons adjournment debate on . paid for. If it in fact turns out to be 
December 18, the Chancellor of the true that our dollar deficit cannot 
Exchequer stated that tile be set off against them,.they can he 
tion of the.  export programme paid for only by means of credits 
would for 1948 leave a deficit \\.ith advanced by the United Kingdom 
the \Vestern hemisphere of nearly Or by the running down of the 
L3001n.; “which, of course, cannot sterling balances held with us. I t  is 
be set off against our surplus \r.itll against this background that the 
the other areas.” I n  response to an serious restrictions imposed by the 
intervention by Mr: IlcclCs, tile Government on our programme of 
Chancellor said that this expected internal invcstment must, i n  part, 
deficit related to the sterling area be judged. And the difficulty (if 
as a whole (though liter, in the not the undesirahility) of financing 
debate Mr. hlacmillan expressed these unrequited exports \ d l  he the 
doubt whether the figure lnight not counterpart of the unwillingness 
after all represent the deficit of the (and perhaps the inability) of many 
United Kingdom alone). Perhaps, oversea markets to accept large 
therefore, \ye might take =me quantities of additional exports 
AZO0 m. as a very rough estimate of from us-a factor which will play 
the prospecti\y “dollar gap” 01, the ,its part in determining the actual 
tinitcd Kingdom’i trading account outcome of the export’programme. 
fur 1948. This has to be read in But Marshall aid may alter the 
conjunction with the prospect of picture. The  difficulty which here 
an “overall balance” for 1948, and stands iwthe way of the “criticism 
leads to the conclusion that the and constructive suggestions” about 
unrequited espqrts, included in the our economic difficulties which (as 
esport programmc for 1948, opposed to “irresponsible and mis- 
amount to some ,Q00m. This leading assertions”) the Chancellor 
estimate is for 1048 taken ‘as a . of the Exchequer declared to be 
whole. Bur we shall begin the year “welcome and helpful”, is that we 
with unrequited exports running at are +in the dark as to the manner 
a very low raw. and we must end in which such aid might reach this 

I 
!. 
I 

I 
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PROBLEM OF UNREQUITED EXPORTS 9 

country. If the intention is that our But if 
dollar bap should be bridged by '  that is not to be the solution, it is 
direct Marshall aid and that clearly important that we should 
through our unrcquited exports we earn convertible currency with our 
should pass on.some of this aid to excess of exports to the other 
other countries (not perhaps en- recipients of Marshall aid. Con- 
tirely confipxl to participants in the vcrtibility of sterling \':as a serious 
Marshall plan). well m d  good : issue in 1947 ; inconvcrtibility of 
credits to enable some of our other currencies may prove as 
CUStOincrS to buy frum us more than serious in 1918.-(Le/ter lo T H E  
we.buy from them will then form 

part of an intelligible plan. 

, TIMES, December DO. 1947.) 

.\urrm1in . . . . . .  
llritirh India nnd llurrnr : . 
Canada . . . .  
Union of Sct"th Africa s i $  
L W  'rerntOry . . . .  

Other I l r i t i~h Countries , . 
Argentina . . . . . .  
llclyiurn . . . . . . .  
llulgori. . . . . . .  
Czr<hoslorakia . . . .  

i Denmark. (includina lisro~ 

I ~ I . I I C E  
Gerinany . . . .  
!i"nuar? . . . . . .  , 

lalmdo) . . . .  . . . .  : :  I 
1rsn.. . . . . . .  , 
I r a q . .  . . . . . .  ~ 

1.mvix . . . . . .  i 
I.ilhunnin . . . . . .  
hlclrorco. . . . . . . .  
I\'d,crlahdr . . 
1'orfuK.l . . . . . .  
11oumaniu . . . . . .  
Sur.ict Unioll . . . .  
Sweden . . . . . .  
Uruguay . . . . . .  
Unitrd stares O f  i\e,crica 
Yuyonlaria . . . .  . Other 1:oreiyn Councrics I 

I'olnnd . . . .  :: I 

l.54'1.761 
219,856 

l .44l. i26 

I 
290,533 

41,257 
686 

I 
62.344 

11 

3uu 

- 

- 

- - 
- - 
- 
10,181 

I5U.11X 
477.15; 

- 
- 

- 
136.6 - 
2 2 4  

1.632-2 
__ 

ElmsAnD,  December 8,  1947 
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Switzerland and the World 
Trade. Charter 

Extvnclr from BULLETIN FINANCIER SUQ'SE, trnnrlated 
for ('Economic Digest " 

SWITZERLAND would have exports. At the same time Switzer- 

from a return to true free obstruct the entry of foreign 
trade. I t  is argued that, even i f  thr products. Soft currency countries 
general level of prices were lowered, would no doubt seek tu sell high 
certain branches of her economy value finished products, earning the 
which are essential politically and maximum of exchange, rather than 
militarily-agriculture for exam- raw materials. Many Swiss in- 
ple-could not withstand, with- dustries would thus see their 

. out . tiriff protection, the cam- export markets diminish, while 
petition of foreign producers more foreign competition in the Swiss 
favoured by Nature. The  answer market \vo%ld increase. Large 
to this is that in a healthy economy sections of the economy are thus 
there is a .market fdr ewry pro- threatened with unemployment, 
ducer. 'The countries with favour- and the difficulty of obtaining raw 
able climaies cannot produce Tiaterials would still maintain retail 
enough to feed the world. Even prices at too high a lerel. 
inside Switzerland conditions The  present system of bilateral 
vary greatly between one district econumic agreements enables a 

.and another, hut the regions do not market to he assured for Swiss 
have to be Separated by Customs products, even in soft currency 

, barrirrs. In the last resort, suh- areas. \\'e are the first to deplore 
sidies bornr: by the Sational De- the many restrictions imposed by 
fence Budget seem preferable tu the barter system ; nevertheless a 
tariffs and quotas. system under which Switzerland 

The  real danger to Swiss must renouncc nearly all' import 
economy lies, not in the measures and paymgnt restrictions, while the 
proposed for the re~establishment majority of other countries could 
of freedom of exchange, but in the take measures to exclude most of 
exceptions to this freedom, from her exports, would demand an 
which the soft currency countries excessive dacrifice. 
will benefit. In order to husband . In OUT opinion, this sacrifice 
their monetary resources, these would be quite useless. 
countries will he able t6 restrict Thcrc can be no freedom of 
their imports from hard currency international trade while planned 
areas, especially of luxury goods. economies, by a series of measures, 
As a result, Swiss exports will be maintain the official purchasing 
doubly handicappeu, since the power and international parity 
Swiss franc is the hardest currency of the majority of currencies 
in the world, and luxury goods form above their real le\d.-Decembn 
the greater part of her traditional 12, 1947. 

more to gain than to lose , land would no 'longer be able to , 
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The Price Mechanism 
By ROY F. HARROD 

According to the " Economist ", the best statement of the case 
for free choice versus allocation since Adam Smith. 

M O N E Y  is one of the greatest 
human inventions, comparable 

to the wheel or the steam engine. 
Its rise was contemporary with 
that of civilisation itself. In periods 
when.it went out of favour, such 
as the age of high feudalism,, the 
mass of people were in a condition 
literally of serfdom, and the arts and 
sciences and civilisation itself \<ere' 
stagnant. And we ought therefore 
to view with alarm the modern 
tendency to displace money by 
fixed prices, import programmes,' 
bilateral commercial arraoge- 
ments, hard and soft currencies, 
etc. It is sometimes said that the 
social scieiices are not ' keeping 
pace with the. physical sciences. 
But here is a symptom of 3n actual 
deterioration in our social arrange- 
ments. I t  cannot surely he 
thought by a reasoning person that 
the methods of-a central material, 
allocations committee can possibly 
he an improvement on this mar- 
vellous product of man's inven;, 
tiveness-money. Re-education in 

' the understanding of the basic 
principles of money and pricing 
is now needed. 

Voices have indeed been 
raised, by reaction to the prevailing 
trend, in favour of a free pricing 
system as safeguarding the con- 
sumer's liberty of choice. Money is 
represented as a bulwark of liberty, 
as indeed it is. Poor and depressed 

, as the working-classes of this 
country were a hundred years ago- 
Socialists are apt to say that 

2 1  , 1  

freedom of choice is only valued by 
the rich-they instinctively rebelled 
against the "truck" system by 
which rations instead of freely 
usable money wcre supplied by 
employers. The  "truck" system, 
.which is what we have now, is not 
so much better for being arranged 
by a democratic Government. Rut 
it is not only as a bulwark of 
liberty that money should he 
valued, hut also as an instrument 
of efficiency. It is money that 
ensures the smooth working of our 
highly complicated productive pro- 
cesses. 

Ther i  is no doubt a case for 
continuing the system of rations fo- 
essential commodities which are 
in short world supply. For the rest 
we should favour the free move- 
ment of prices, not only in the 
sphere of the productive process, 
hut also in the market for con- 
sumer goods. I t  is feared that a 
general rise of prices would be 
oppressive to the poor. But once 
inflationary pressure was removed, 
there would not he a general 
upward movement of prices. 
There could not he. Rut people 
are so obsessed now with the 
virtues of control that they would 
deprecate rises in the prices cven of 
particular articles only. \Vhy, 
they argue, should the poor have 
to pay more even for these articles ? 
I suggest, on the contrary, that so 
long as there is no general rise of 
prices they would hare nothing to 
complain of. How otherwise 
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secure the supply to those who various items of consumption by I 
really wish to have a share of it ! 
most ? I f  the existing control Xow i f  circumstances give rise ' I  

the authofity. 

i system is continued for much to some reduction in the national 
longer, these matters may sort standard of living, say one of 10 ' 
themselves out . in black markets. per cent., for whom is the need i 

\ 
either. Much better eliminate the the cut i n  his own expenditure just 
official price and make the free where it hurts him least ? Clearly 
market the whole market. I t  must for the poor man. I f  the adjust- 
be <emembered that there are ment is made for him-?s it is 

' infinite gradations between the now-by rationed allocation, this 
very pooi and the very rich. The  may amount not merely to inipos- 
question of the distribution of ing hardship, but to downright 
income should not in' general be brutality. This may ~rell  bc the 
settled by interfering with the . result of furthcr food cuts. If 
prices of particular objects, but by people must go without, let them 
using the w!apons of taxation and I at least choose. what they will go 
allowances to ensure &at the without. For this freedom of 
distribution of the national income choice they would certainly be 
among the classes is,, on the whole, willing to accept stiff rises in the 
just. Once that is done, it should prices ,of certain particular articles. 
not be allowed to stand in the way Why are we being asked to go 
of the increase of a particular price without food, beyond \\,hat is 
that it might put the article out of necessitated by the world shortage ? 
reach of the poor man. I t  is Why do the people not rise in their 
impossible for the authorities , t o  indignation ? N o  doubt they are , 

gauge individual preferences. If a gulled into the belief that those 
particular poor man has a great things that cost dollars in particular 
love for a certain type of article, he have to be cut-as though there 
will save up for it and outbid a were any validity in fhis crudest 
richer man. piece of mercantilist fallacy. We 

Looking at the matter just a need another Bright to rouse the 
little more broadly, one sees that people to appreciate that there is no 
i t  is not true that the poor man has need for the injuries that are in- 
less to gain from the free working flicted upon them.-From Am 
of the price mechanism than the THESE HARDSHIPS NECESWY ?Pub- 
rich. The  reverse is true. What is lished by RUPERT HART, DAVIS, 
the .alternative ? Arbitrary cuts in LONDON. 5s.  

But this is not a desirable system greater to have freedom to make 

, 
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Einaudi's Italian Experiment 
By PARIS CORRESPONDENT sf THE STATIST 

A bold anti-inpation plan, the outcome of which is 
still in doubt. The fact that France also has adopted 

the pattern, adds to i ts  significance. 

. 

- 
A X  experiment in economic and 

financial reform, bold, ingen- 
ious and comprehensive, \vds 

t started in June jn Italy by a septua- 
genarian economist, Luigi Einaudi, 
and has now advanced so far and 
with such effect as to attract the 
attention of the many other States 
on the Continent faced by problems 
similar to those of the new Latin 

. Republic. Governor of the Bank of 

moral wounds of war between 
foreign nations and between its 
own citizens, which, already poor 
in all but numbers and ,capacity for 
work, was left immeasurably poorer 
by loss of its colonies, shipping, 
tourist traffic' and emigrants' re- 
mittances, Einaudi's task would 
have been a formidable one in any 
case. I t  was the more formidable 
in that thines had drifted from bad 

I tdy  Signor Einaudi assumed the to worse f 6 m  the moment of the 
control of the natioiial economy in Allies' landing. .When Einaudi set 
the Ministry formed by Signor de to work Italy was on the brink of 
Gasperi from elements in his own econonlic and financial collapse. At 
party after abandoning the attempt least she has now recovered hope. 
to work with the Communists and 'The first definite move by the 
a later attempt to form a Ministry new Vice-premier was credit re- 
representing all the non-communist striction in almost ruthless measure. 
parties. In six months he has During the war, the German 
succeeded in stemming the tide .of occupation and the war of libera- 
inflation which was sweeping over tion the currency expanded rapidly, 
his country. He has caused a until it  was twenty-eight times the 

- .  sensational fall in the prices of figure of 1938, while potential 
stocks, and the decline of com- currency in the form of deposits 
modity prices, if so far confined increased over elevenfold. At the 
to certain foods, is beginning to same time stock markets boomed 
affect industrial products, whose and commodity prices soared. On 
advance in 'any case has becn the basis of 100 being the 1938 
halted. He has also introduced and average the share index in April last 
derelope(l an elastic system of i almost touched. 3,000 and the ' 

exchange rates with the countries wholesale price index 'was over 
embraced by the dollar and sterling 4,500, since rising to nearly 6,000. , blocks and offered privileges of, There was a rush to buy not only 
entry , to Italian capital abroad, stocks and goods but gold coin and 
refugee and other, and to foieign hard currencies. Thus between 
capite1 likely to seek investment in May, 1946, and 1947 the sovereign 
Italy. In  a nation which has not rose from 6,785 lire to 10,395 and 
yet got a constitution, which is the dollar.hil1 from 350 to 795. The  
deeply scarred, by the- material and demand for industrial and com- 
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mercial credits threatened to dry 
up liquid banking assets. Therefore 
in August last the Government was 
compelled to act. I t  acted boldly. 

A special board was established 
to supervise currency and credit. 
Conimercial hanks were pbliged to 
place with the Central Bank or in 
gilt-edged securities a considerable 
proportion of their deposits in 
excess of tenfold their capital and 
declared reser\'es up to a fixed 
maximum percentage of deposits. 

' Central Bank advances to the 
State- were made ' conditional on 
legislative act and the bank rate was 
raised from 4 per cent. to 54 per 
cent. Last hut not least com- 
mercial banks were ordered, to be 
selective and parsimonious in 
financing industry and com- 
merce. The  immediate idea was 
to divert into legitimate channels 
funds which would otherwise have 
fed a dangerous boom. The  
ultimate idea was readjustment and 
stabilisation of the entire wage,, 
profit .and price structure, more 
especially through declinc of the 
general price level by adjustment 
upwards of prices unduly depressed 
by artificial means-rents, public 
service tariffs, etc.-and downwards 
of pfices and profits unduly exag- 

. 
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gerated. Signor Einaudi has 
himself written that if average 
prices hare multipliFd by fifty 
since the \wr began, some hare 
gone up 150 and 200 times and 
others twice or ten and fifteen 
times. "It would he a foolish 
policy to lower prices that are too 
high and maintain prices artifically 
depressed a t  an inferior level." 

The  restriction of credits pricked 
the boom on the bourses. From 
the 3,000 of April the share index 
is down to 1,000. Market leaders 
like Fiat, Montecatini and Snia 
Viscosa, which quoted 3,450, 2,685 
and 25,850 at the cnd of April, 
stood at 812, 308 and 6,450 on I 

December 11. Commodity whole- 
sale price indices are published with 
Considerable delay, but by the end 
of September the average decline 
for farm products was 5 per cent. 
and in certain cases had ranged as 
high as 104 to 20 per cent. . The 

*fall has continued since then and 
has begun to influence both indus- 
trial and retail prices. If the cost 
of living falls also, a delicate situa- 
tion will arise, lor industrial wages 
arc determined by the sliding scale 
and it remains to be seen whether 
wages can be reduced.-December 
27, 1947. 

11dirwl- Timat ion in U.K. 
Cigarettes-about 2s. 8d. on a packet of 20 of the kinds sold at 

Beerrahout Sd. a pint on beer-of average strength. 
Pipe tobacco-about 3s. an ounce, hut vaying from one brand to 

Cinema admission, price 1s. 9d. including tax-Shd. 
Football match admission, price 2s. including tas-4ld. 
Lipsticks and face powder-I25 per cent. of the wholesale value. 

. JVhisky (at thc.usual strength of 30 degrees under proof) to be sold 
at 30s. per bottle--72s. 3d. a bottle. 

, HAKSAHD, A'uzc?nbn 20, 1947 

3s. 4d. 

another. 

' I  
. 
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Tapwards .A Wage Policy 
By STANLEY COOK and ROBERT JAMES 

T h e  cuse for j o b  specificution and a fair wage-or points 
roting-is stnted in thih orticlc. 

SUPPOSE that, instead of the 
present haphazard method of 

fixing wages by bargains based on 
power, we prepare for each job a 
specification, considering, carefully 
all the requirements of it and all the 
conditions involved in it ; and 
work out thc relation of those 
requirements and conditions to 
those involved in all other industrial 
occupations ; ivc should then be 
able to arrive at something ap- 
proaching a fair wage. 

Bs reuuirements of the iob. we 

men ; command qualities are 
involved wherever a man is in 
charge of others or in control of an 
organisation. 

In passing, it must be noted that 
the requiremenla paid for are 
requirements Jor i/:c job, not quali- 
ties in the man. A particular job 
requires a certain standard of skill, 
training, etc. If the man doing it 
has skill or training beyond what is 
rep i red ,  he would still only he paid 
on the basis of what he needs for 
the iob. However. it mieht \vel1 he  

I i! 
:I 

, >  ' i n a n  all the qualities needed in a ' possible to leave a margin of wages 
man to fit him for the job con- within which the wage paid could 
sidered. These fall under two fluctuate in accordance with such . ,  
headings-those acquired by sdrne things as length of senice, keenness 
form of training, and ihose which or proficiency. 
are innate; although a rigid division By conditions, we mean 'eve+- 

* bet\\,een.the two is neither possible thing necessarily connected with 
nor adsisable. . Clearly, initial- the job, which is mentally or 
expeiiditure on training, whether physically difficult, uncomfortable, 
at school, university, or special unattractive, dangerous or actually 
course (especially where such train- harmful. We emphasise the word 

, ing makes the simultaneous earning "necessarily", since it must be 
of a living impossible), or training assumed that conditions are made 
under apprenticeship, must . be as nearly ideal as the job itself 
recognised and paid for in the allows. T h e p  are very few jobs, 
man's wage. But recognition for instance, in which lighting 
should also be made of qualities cannot be ideal, so that allowance 
which may he innate or acquired would hc made in the mage-packet 
through experience.' iVc therefore only ' i f  th,e job itself inevitably 
suggest four headings under vhich invdlves bad light. At thc same 
requirements may be assessed: time we must assume that the 
Expenditure on Training, Techni- work& is normally fit and has i n  
cal Skill, Capacity, to take Re'spon- average standard in faculties such 
sibility, and Command Qualities. as eyesight, etc. 
Thc  responsibility may be for Tentatively. we suggest twenty 
machines, processes, property or diflirent kinds of conditions, to 

1s 
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.which, no doubt, rr:ny others can 
be added. These fall under fire 
group-headings-Physical Discom- 
fort, Danger, Time Factors, Money 
Factors and General Conditions. 

Under the heading Physical Dis- 
comfort, we place Atmosphere 
(e.g., dust-laden air) ; Tempera- 
ture, which sl:ould normally be 
ideal except where special work (as 
in the cutton industry) requires a 
particular temperature, or where 
out-door work is involved ; Dirt 
(it is assumed, of course, that 
washing facilities after work are 
adequate) ; Noise ; and Bad Light. 
In  the case of the last two, special 
allowance would be made for types 
of work (e.g., , intricate mental 

, calculation, reading or writing) 
which would normally have-to take 
place under such conditions. Where 
the conditions would lead to more 
than discomfort, that is to say, 
disease or permanent strain, allow- 
ance would also be made under 

Danger factors ‘include Risk of 
Accident (which in many cases 
cannot be entirely eliminated) ; 
Risk of Disease,! that is to say, of 
disease contracted as the result o f .  
the type of work being done 
(allowance cofild not be made for 
risk of infection run in the ordinary 
course of contact with others, 
though in the case of a nurse this 
might be said to be involved in the 
actual job) ; and an’item which we 
term Permanent Physical or Mental 
Injury. In  the case of Accident or 
Disease, it is the risk which is paid 
for ; an actual casualty ivould 
normally receive separate compen- 
sation. Permanent Mental or 
Physical Injury is a separate item 
from Accident or Disease, and is 
that applied to a human being 
which, in the case of a machine, 
would be described as “wear and 

*Danger. . . 
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tear” or “~.alue-depreciation” ; for 
example, permanent eye-strain, 
deafness or abnormal mental 
strain resulting from the work 
and likely to be more than tem- 
porary. 

Time Factors include, first, 
Length of Hours. In most indus- 
tries there is a difference in hours 
between Offices and “Shop” which 
would be allowed for ; hut “over- 
time”, if paid for separately as 
such, would not be considered, on 
the ground that, except in emer- 
gencies, it should be unnecessary. 
Second, we include Monotony, so 
far as it is possible to measure it. 
Third comes Shift-Work (which 
ubsets meals, sleep and other 
domestic arrangements) and Night- 
Work. Fourth, Emergency Calls, 
especially those demanding 
continuous availability. ‘ Fifthly, 
Inconvenience of Travel, where the.  
work necessarily involves living at 
times away from home or periodic 
moving of one’s home (no allowance 
would be made for distance of home 
from work, which is, normally, a 
matter of choice). 

Money Factors include, first, 
Lack of Security, which will usually 
be greater for unskilled- than for 
skilled workers, and for general 
workers than for specialists ; alloiv- 
ancc would be based on length of 
notice required for dismissal, pen- 
sion schemes, etc. Secondly, Lack 
of Opportunity of Promotion ; if a 
man’s work is not doing anything. 
to qualify him in skill or experience 
for a better job, he may be said to 
have little or no opportunity ; but 
general, rather than specialist, work 
may give opportunity of betterment 
in another sphere, taking industry 
as a whole. I t  is worth noting that 
in the highest posts there is little or 
no chance of promotion. Thirdly, 
Lack of Bonus Opportunity ; 
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assuming firms are not normally 
profit-sharing, this applies to piece- 
rate and group-bonus workers, any 
nsho get “tips” during the course of 
their work. etc. 

There remain three General 
Conditions. First, Strain of Re- 
sponsibility, involved in doing 
any delicate work, work involving 
danger to others or open to costly 
mistakes ; and-involved to a high 
.degree for anyone in charge of 
.others. . Secondly, Lack of Social. 
Status, often under present con- 
ditions involved in a name or type 
of work (e.%., “manual” as con- 
trasted with “white-collar” 
workers); but this may well be 
eliminated as a result of the new 
wage-system. Thirdly, an item 
which may hc considered redundant 
-that is, Distaste, the emotional 
or instinctive dislike for certain 
jobs, as, for‘ example, lavatory- 
attendant, many typcs of foundry- 

‘worker, police, rate-fixer, etc. 
I t  is clear that many conditions 

are overlapping with regard to each 
other ; . and where such cases 
occurred, allowance would be made 
under one. or other heading. 

The  requirgments and conditions 
would have to be very carefully 
balanced ‘in importance in rklatio? 
to each other, and eactijob would be 
analysed and allocatcd points under 
tho various headings, and the 
points awarded would be totalled 
Up. T o  do this on a nation-wide 
scale .will be an immense task 
taking many years. Clearly, how- 
ever, it would have little value on a 
scale less than ‘national. We 
therefore suggest a Royal Com- 
mission composed of men and 
women of widc and expert knowl- . 
edge, with pou’er to call witnesses 
.and make detailed inquij.. Em- 
ployers and Trade Unions should 
be  represented on the Commission, 
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but it is vital that assessments - 
should be based on expert knowl- 
edge, rather than on the bargaining 
basis that has led to so much 
unfairness and absurdity in the 
present wage-systems. 

Having allocated to each job a 
total number of points, the Com- 
mission’s next step would be to 
interpret those points in terms of 
money. Various methods might be 
used for this ; we suggest that the 
lowest paid jobs should be related 
to the cost of living index-figure, 
and the relation of the higher ones 
assessed by the allocation of a 
money value to each point of 
.difference. Thus, if the lowest paid 
job under consideration is awarded 
a total of 100 points and it is 
decided that the wage for it, based 
on the cost of living, be 60s. ; a job 
assessed at 150 points will receive 
60s. + an’ allocation of /$fy times 
the sum of money represented by 
one point (if 1 point = 6d., 150 
would receive a wage of 60s. + 
(50 x 6d.) = 85s.). The important 
thing, be it noted, i spo t  therefore 
the total points so much as the 
difference between the totals for 
the various jobs. . . 

Once the various point-totals and 
money-wages ,had been assessed, 
the whole would then be stabilised 
in relation to the cost of living 
index-figure, with which they would 
move. As .the cost of living went 
‘up or down, so the basic rate (by 
which the lowest paid jobs are 
fixed) and ulso fhe money-vulue a/ 
the points represqfing the dijference 
in the higher, rates could be auto- 
matically adjusted, preserving the , 

same relative value of the wages. 
A permanent organisation would 

he necessary to make revisions in 
view of possible changes in require- 
ments or conditions ; and there 
should be some form of Court of 

- 3 1 2  
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Appeal to which individuals or 
craft-groups could bring cases for 
special consideration. 

The  result of such'a system 
would be to remove wages from 
the influence of supply-and-de- 
mand factors in labour. Granted 
a plan of full employment, the 
long-term effect of this method of 
assessment should be that the 
supply of workers in each industry 

, and trade is sufficient for the 
trade's requirements. 9 Movement 
between trades would only occur 
whcre temporary unemployment 
leads a man to seek steady employ- 
ment elsewhere ; and such a man 
would naturally tend to seek it 

. wherc therc \vas need for an 
increasing number of workers. , A  
possible exccptjon to this incentive 

would occur where conditions in a 
particular firm. fell short of a 
normaily attained standard ; and 
this would have the effect of 
encouraging all firms to improve 
conditions. In other words, ideully 
a differential 5Vage incentive would 
no longer be necessary to adjust the 
supply of workers in each trade. 

\Bhile, however, expert research 
and adjustmeilts based on experi- 
ence are taking place, there would 
be considerable movement between 

age or surplus of labour occurred, 
the answer would he found in a 
re-examination of the points and 
wages assessed, and a more careful 
adjustment of them in the light of 
further research. -From E c o s o ~ i c  
JOURNAL, September, 19+7. 

trades. \\'here outstanding short- ;' 

Hefore the war these were the main things we bought from Russia : 
Dairy Produce. Barley (El,195,000 in a year). \\'heat (E2,194,000). 
Hides and Skins (E3,338,000). Flax-now very much needed hcre- 
(E1,532,000). Soft \\load, in which we have now a famine, 
(L7,303,000). Pit Props, in very short supply (L1,893,000). Sleepers, 
for which ovr railways are crying out (E289,OOO). Pctrol'(E1,618,000). 

\\'e sold to Russia in return : Machinery (E3,348,000). Iron and 
steel manufactures. Nickel, tin, lead, and copper. Tea (ES33,OOO). 
Raw rubber, of which we have. now a great supply available 
(L2,818,000). Raw \Vool, of which we also have plenty (L1,115,000). 
In addition, U-& did a large trade in pre-war days with Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania, now incorporated in Soviet Russia. 

We bought E1,589,000 worth of butter from Latvia in 1939, and 
sold h e r h  return coal, wool, cotton, and even herrings. 

Lithuania sent us L1,268,000 worth of butter, E1,331,000 of 
bacon, and much timber. 

Isn't it worth a, great effort to get that food hack on our tables, and 
the timber for our much-needed houses ? 

Russia wants from us machinery, electrical equipment, steel 'rails,. 
locomoti\~es, and smrmill equipment. 

Our production of these goods is now near the highest figures ever 
reached. '> 

So let us givc the trade agreement a great a.clcom.e.-JoIIN GORDON 
in SUNDAY Expaess, December 14, 1947. 
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can 66Dirty’’ Work Be Made 
Attractive ? 

By STEPHEN SWINGLER, M.P. 

In a free society with full employment. who will 
choose to do the “ Dirty ” Work P Can we give status 

to essential jobs ? 

THEI<E is no solution along the  
road to complete direction. 

“Regimentation” certainly does 
mean lowered productivity, 
disputes, disagreement. I t  nieans 

And this is a 
formidable combination of evils. 

Can we give the undermanned 
trades powers of attraction ? Can 
we give essential jobs a realty 
essential status ? - 

Society will have to pay more 
dearly for dirt and danger, not 
merely in cash, but in amenities and 
special priorities. What was the 
scale of financial inducements in 
1945 ? For men over 21, we find 
that the average weekly earnings in 
shipbuilding were 145s. 6d., in 
vehicle-building 143s: 4d., in the 
rubber trade 135s. 9d., in steel- 
smelting 135s., in electrical engi- 
neering 129s. 4d. In coal-mining 
they were also 129s. 4d., in iron- 
founding 119s., in the cotton trade 
107s. The average weekly earnings 
of women over 18 in road transport 
were 83s. 6d., in vehicle-building 
78s. 2d. ; but in cotton, 64s. and in 
pottery, 49s.- The rate for surface 
workers in the coal mines today is 
Ws., which is also the basic xage 
of the farm workers, and, with a 
I ? d .  more, the pay of the foundry 
labourers. . ‘These figures may be 
judged in the light of average 
earnings by men of 123s. 5d. per 
week. ‘There is still a lot to be done 

. swollen bureauracy. 

about wages-as there is about 

Another power of attraction is 
the shorter working week, which 
was introduced in the coal industry 
in May, 1947. Generally in 
industry there is today a shorter 
week than in ,1938, but clearly a 
shorter week has to be justified by 
increased productivity or by its 
power of attraction in recruiting 
new workers. We may still have to 
consider the case on its merits in 
other trades. 

Thirdly, there is the question of 
priorities, in food, houses, and 
consumer goods. More canteens, 
special housing for particular 
workers, special schemes of 
housing for particular districts, 
and special allocations of goods 
are inducements and in some 
cases necessities. Some o f .  these 
“attractions” are being tried, but 
with insufficient dramatic force 
and emphasis to stimulate the 
flow of recruitment. 

No less. important are industrial 
relations. The  development of 
Joint Production Committees ana 
consulvations hetween managers 
and workers on the “shop floor 
level” should be foremost in the 
undermanned trades. The  neces- 
sity in all these trades is to get new 
drive and the feeling that there 
is a future in the job. \\‘orken 
need to be convinced that new 

3 1 4  
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20 ECONOMIC DIGEST 
I .  machine4 is coming, new buildings This is a permanent problem to 
will he erected, that the future will be faced. There is no escape from 
be  different from the past. We it if we move towards a planned 
must evoke the enhanced sense of economy. The  profit motive and 
social responsibility. Does every the laissez-faire direction of labour 
miner feel that he is a potential must be replaced by a consciously 
Chairman of .the National Coal designed order of values which will 
Board I produce a balanced manpower 

These are the things which are budget. And under- 
incentives. Rewards, amenities, stand ,,.hat it is, ye going to 
social status, opportunities for tackle this problem or is sir 
bound up' And the only T:iz produce new variations on the old maintain freedom of 
effectively under conditions of theme "work Or U'an"' ' 
full employment is to ensure that We could, of course, evade the 
in the social scale of values, where dilemma quite simply for a little . 
men are most needed, there they while more-hy halving the size of 
are hest rewarded and hest re- our Armed' Forces.-Extract from 
garded. TRIBUNE, December 5, 1947. 

learning and living, are all Stafford Cripps merely, going to 

Siniultaneous Equ;itions 
O N E  hour's use of an electric iro?r equals a pair o/ shoes. 

fully-fashioned stockings. 
One hour's use of a single-bur electric fire equals four pairs of 

Using an electric washer one hour equak 42 pieces of underwear. 
Six minutes' gas-poker power equals a pound of biscuits. 
These, said M r .  C. I .  England, of the Ministry of Fuel, were samples 

(NEWS CHRONICLE, October 28, 1947) 
of domestic economies' effect on production. 

-Sc?haclit liad Views 011 U.S. Gold 
The  Dutch weekly paper, The Haassche Post, has published a i 

' most interesting article in which an English writer, captured by the 
Germans, described a journey he had taken in a prison van in com- 
pany with Dr. Schacht in the later days of the war to a concentration 
camp-I think Dachau. The  two talked freely of every aspect of 
the war and of post-war prospects such as they might be. On the 
financial aspect the former President of the Reichshank: as might 
he expected, held definite views. On one point he was particularly 
emphatic-that it would he essential for America to release a large 
part of her stored gold and use it as backing for European currcn- 
cies, which could maintain their stability in no other way. American 
financiers seem now to have reached precisely the same con- 
clusion.-SPECTATOR, November 7, 1947. 

- 

b. 
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! Social Security in Belgium 
By PETER McCAIG ' 

Belgium rejects a pot ro te ' sys tem,  and grodes both 
cout r ibu t ions  ond benefits. 

T H E  Belgian Social Security workers under State supervision. 
Scheme was worked out by Administration of the scheme is 

members of the Belgian Under- deccntralised on a functional basis. 
ground movement during the Ger- The  N.S.S.O. acts mainly as 
man' occupation. Copies of the Hanker, allocating the income 
Beveridge report were flown to among the five funds responsible 
Belgium by the R.X.F. in. 1943 and for thc five sections of the scheme, 
dropped at pre-arranged points, in the follorving proportions :- 
where they were picked up by %of %of . . 

' members of the Resistance more- wages Salaneo 

is based on quite other principles; . ; . . 2 2 
The first major difference from the Old Age Pensions . . , 7 

responsibility for financing and - - 

. .  

ment. But the plan which emerged ::!$&E,:,;: '' 5 '  

I;+ British system is that the primary Famil? Allowances.. 6 

running the scheme is borne by . ' 234 236 ' .  
employers and. workers, the State's 
role being mainly supervisory. Health Insu rouce  
Another-the most original. feature There arc five typcs of benefit : 
of the Belgian plan-is that both .l. A General Health Serwice, in- I 

contributions and benefits are based cluding medical and pharma- 
on percentages of wages. ceutical care and special 

surgical hospital and maternity 
ance ; health insurance, unem- services. These arc paid for by 
ployment insurance, old age the fund according to a fixed. 
pensions, family allowances and scale. 
paid holidays. These ?re financed . 2. lrioolidity Benefit, for 300 days, 
by a joint contribution from em- at the rate of 60 per cent. of. 

, players and workers of 234 per the average wage of the wage 
cent. of wages or salaries, up to a category to which the worker 
ceiling of 4,000 fmncs. per month. belongs. 
For comparative purposes, the 3. L)irobi/ity Benefit payable 
prevailing rate of exchange may without limit of duration. For 
be taken as fr. 176 to the L, The  a rvorkcr with dependents the 
manual worker contributes Y per benefit amounts ' to 50 per , 
cent. and the salaried worker cent. of the averege wage of the 
81 per cent., the remaining 1st appropriate category, 'and , 

per cent. or I5a ,per cent. beirig , 33'3 per cent. for 'a worker 
added by the cmployer. Contribu- without dependents. 
tions are paid to a central Xational 
Social Security Office, wlrich is 4. A Moternify Grant of 60 per 
managed jointly by employers and cent. of the appropriate wage,, 

Paid holidays . . 21 0 

- - 
. .  
' 

There are five kinds of  insur- 
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22 ECONOMIC DIGEST'. 
payable to an insured woman Both types are paid on 
or to the wife of an insured account of the first child, and the 

. man, for a period of 6 weeks scale of benefits is progressive. 
before and 6 weeks after the The  actual amount of the family 
birth of each child, provided allowance varies according to' the 
that the mother is not at work. number of days aorked by the 

5. A Funeral Grant of 30 times Parent, U P  to a maximum of 23 
the actual daily wage, payable days, when the following scale 
on the death of a worker, who applies :- 

. . fr. 115 
age, to the person who has paid 3rd child , , , , . . fr. 160 

Unemployment . 5th and subsequent . . fr. 300 

time to time, the full rate for the unemployed person amounts to 
first and second child being based ' 50 per cent. of the wage of an' un- ' 

skilled worker, with the addition on per cent, of an unskilled . 

cent' Of the wage Of the worker's children. For orphans a monthly 
allowance of approximately double appropriate category. 

Pensions the rate for the 5th child is paid to 
The  retirement age in most in- the' guardian, 

dustries is between 60 and 65 for ~ i ~ ~ h  prmiunl~ are paid at the 
and between 55 and 60 for rate of 81 times the full monthly 

Uomen. The PenSi.On then Pay- allo\yance for the first birth and 
able for 3n insured man and wife is haif this for subsequent 
50.per cent. of the average prevail- births, addition cash allow- 
ing wage. Widows of insured ances, certain "family advantages" 
w01 ken receive 25 per cent. of this are through the scheme, 
ar'erage on reaching the age of 55. including a maternity nursing ser-, 
Family Allowances vice and ante-natal and post-natal 

The  scheme provides for two 'care.-From JOURNAL OF THE IN- 
kinds of benefit : monthly allow- STITUTE OF PERSONNEL MANAGE- 
ances, and lump sum birth pre- 

miums. 

' has not reached pensionable Plst and 2nd.children per month' 

the Funeral expenses. 4th child . .  . . fr. 210 

basic for an adult The  allo,vances are variable from 

of allowances, provided that worker's wage, increased by speci- the total does not exceed 666  per fied for subsequent 

MENT, October 1947. 

THE EASTERN ECONOMIST * Is tbc leedin( honnoi~l ioumpl of India * It is published at N e w  Delhi wery Pridar * Has contributors in ell parts of the world 
Annual Subscription for United Ringddm 84 4s. Od. * Specimen copies from 

T H E  EASTERN ECONOMIST 
2-3 Salisbury CO& Fleet Street. London. E.C.4 
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Australia's Changing Economy 
Eirrocts from BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES CIRCULAR, 

VOL X .  No 2 I 
T H E  important basic facts are to 

he found in Australia's geo: 
graphic position. . It  is still 
mainly an agricultural and 
pastoral country with a large 
export surplus of primary products, 
still, dependent to an important 
degree on imports of manufactured 
goods. It has a small population in 
a large territory, of which the 
greater part is semi-desert and not 
suitable for intensive cultivation. 
Oversea trade is still predominantly 
with British countries, and the 
prosperity of its export industries 
largely remains dependent on de- 
mand in the United Kingdom. 

But il complex system. of eco- 
nomic planning and , direction 
built up during the a a r  was 
speeded up and the former trend 
towards a modified socialism, 
strengthened the authority of the 
Commonwedkh Goyernment by 
increasing its powers, and 'built 
u p  bureaucratic direction of 
development, thereby narrowing 

.The other great change which 
the war has brought is found in the 
impetus given to manufacturing 
industry. This is not due so much 
to wartime controls as to actual war 
needs. The  curtailment of imports 
made it necessary for many new 
things to be manufactured here, 
.and there were new needs caused 
entirely by the demand of the 
.armcu forces. The  latter demand 
has gone, but it has left behind 
plant that can lie used for other 

' purposes, and skilled labour which 
we did not previously have. This 

,gives us  a unique opportunity of 

, . the field of frrc enterprise. ' 

increasing and diversifying our 
output of manufactured goods, and 
even of competing in foreign 
markets with exports of manufac- 
tures from the older countries of 
the world. . 

A third important change is the 
move towards uniform . taxation. 
The  taking over of the income 
tax by the Commonwealth has.  
probably reduced the powers of the 
States more than any other single 
act. 

By the very simple means of 
using a power included in the 
original Constitution, the Com- 
monu'ealth has increased its finan- 
cial powers at the expense of the 
States. 

I f  power to levy income tax 
henceforth remains the sole pre- 
rogative of the Commonwealth, and 
the States therefore have left to 
them powers of raising revenue far 
too slender for their general needs 
if their functions remain as wide 
as theymow are, one of two things 
must happen. Either the States 
must permanently he in the position 
of having to accept grants from the 
Commonwealth, or they must hand 
orer to the Commonweath some of 
the functions they now perform, 
so that they can once more make 
ends meet at a lower level of 
expenditure. 

There is no doubt that in the 
long run more functions will be 
transferred to the Commonweath, 
further narrowing the activities of 
the States.-Exlructs from BANK OF 
SEW SOUTH WALES CIRCULAR, 
Vol.. X, No. 2, May 1947. ' . 

' 
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Economics in One Lesson 
A digest review by Sir Geoffrey Bracken of 5 new 
hook which, among other points, compares the classical 

economists with the new economists. 

‘‘ HE art of economics consists 
in looking not merely at the 

immediate hut at the longer effects 
of any act or policy ; it consists in 
tracing the consequences of that 
policy not merely for one group, 
but for all groups.” This is the 
lesson of Economics & One I.esron, 
.by Henry Hazlitt. 

The author confesses that his 
essay is unblushingly “classical, 
traditional and orthodox”. l i e  ac- 
knowledges his indebtedness to 
Bastiar, \\‘icksteed and.l,udwig von 
Miscs, and more rhan once quotes 
Adam Smith and lohn Stuart Mill. 

* 

He admits; however, that the 
conceiitration of  the^ classical eco- 
nomists on the long run results of 
economic policy to the community 
as a whole “resulted in 3 certain 
callousness toward the fate of 
groups that were immediately hurt 
by policies of developments which 
proved to b e ,  beneficial on uet I 

balance and in the long run:“ But, 
in his view, the new economists 
make the far morc serious error of 
ignoring, or slighting, the long run 
effects. “They overlook the woods 
in their precise and minute exam- 
ination of the trees. Their methods 
and conclusions are often pro- 
foundly reactionary. They are 
sometimes surprised to find them- 
selves in accord with serenteqnth 
century mercantilism. ‘They fall, in 
fact, into all the ancient errors (or 
would, if they were not so incon- 
sistent) that the classical eco~io- 
mists, w e  had hoped, had‘ once for 
all got rid of.” 

(Erriesf Berm, Lld., 6 / - )  
24 3, 1 9 

This is the theme on which he 
harps with slight variations in 
e\’ery chapter of the book. Chapter 
XV, “How the Price System 
Works”, is typical of his method of 
approach. 

“ I t  is on the fallacy of isolation, 
at bottom, that the ’production-for- 
use-and-not-for-profit’ school is 
based; with its attack on the 
allegedly vicious ‘price system’. 
The  prpblem of prnduction, say 
the adherents of this school, is 
solved. (This resounding error, as 
wc shall see, is also the starting 
point of most currency cranks and 
share-the-\\,ialth charlatans). T h e  
problem of production is sol<ed. 
The  scientists, the efficiency ex- 
perts, the engineers, the tech- 
iiicians, have solved it. They could 
turn out almost anything you 
cared to mention in huge and 
practically unlimited amounts. But, 
alas, the world is not ruled by the 
engineers, thinking only of pro- 
duction, but  by the business men, 
thinking only of profit. The  busi- 
ness men give their orden to the 
engine<=, instead of vice versa. 
’Thyse business men will turn out 
any object as long hs there is a 
profit in doing so, hut the moment 
there is no longer a profit in making 
that. article, the wicked business, 
mcn will sto making it, though 

fied, and the world is crying for 
more goods. 

“There arc so many fallacies in 
this view that they cannot all be. 
disentangled at once. But the 

many peoples F .  naots arc unsatis- 
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central error, as we have hintcd, 
comes from looking at only-one 
industry, or even at several indus- 
tries,in turn, as if each of them 
existed in isolation. Each of them 
in fact exists in  relation to all the 
others, and every important de- 
cision made in it is affected by and 
affects the decisions made in all the 
others. 

"Prices are fixed through the 
relationship of.supply and dcmand, 
and in turn affect supply and 
demand. \I'lien people want more 
of an article, they offer morc for it. 
1 he price goes up. l h i s  increases 
the profits of those who make the 
article. Recause it is now more 
profitable to make tliat article than 
.others, the people already in the 
business expand their production 
of it, and more people are attracted 
to the business. This increased 

,. 
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supply then reduces the price and 
reduces the profit margin, until the 
profit margin on that article once 
more falls to the general level of 
profits (relative risks considered) in 
other industries. Or  the demand 
for that article may fall ; or the 
supply of it may be increased to 
such a point that its price drops to 
a level where there is less profit in 
making it than in making other 
articles ; or perhaps there is an 
actual loss in making. In  this 
case the 'Marginal' producers, that 
is, the producers who are least 
cfficient, or whose costs of produc- 
tion are highest, will be driven out 
of business altogether. The  product 
will now be made only by the more 

' efficient producers who operate on 
lower costs. The  supply of that 
commodity will also drop, or will at 
least cease to expand. 

The New Commonweallh 
' A Society for the Promotion of 
' International LCLIU and Order' 

President, British Section, 
The Rt. ,Hon. Winston S. Churchill, O.M., C.H., M.P. 

Freedom from the constant threat of war is vital to the 
success of any plan for economic rehabilitation. The  New 
Commonwealth is engaged in mobilizing support for proposals 
which offer the most realistic approach to this fundamental 
problem. Full particulars will be gladly 'supplied upon 

. ,  

application to . . 
The General Secretary, 

The Ne~~u Comn~onineulth, 
, Thorney House, 

Smith. Square, 
London, s. IV.1 . 
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“This  process is the originof the relatively mild inflation distorts the  
I belief that prices are determined structure of production. I t  leads 

’ by costs of production. T h e  to the over-expansion of some in-. 
doctrine, stated in this form, is not dustries at the expense of others. 
true. Prices are determined by This’inrolves a misapplication and 
supply and demand, and demand is waste of capital. When the infla- 
determined by how intensely people tion collapses, or is brought to a 
want 9 commodity and what they halt, the misdirected capital in- 
have to offer in exchange for it: It vestment-whether in the form of 
is true that supply is in part deter- machines, factories or of f ice ,  
mined by costs of production. buildings-cannot yield an ade- 
What a commodity has cost to quate return and loses the: 
produce in the past cannot deter- 
mine its value. That will depend “ N ~ ~  is it possible bring 
on the .present relationship of. inflation to a smooth gentle. 
supply and demand. But the ex- stop, and so avert a subsequent 
pectations of business men con- depression. I t  is not even possible 
cerning what a commodity will Cost , to halt an inflation, once embarked 
to produce in the future, and what upon, at 
its future price will be, will deter- point, or ,“hen prices have achieved 
mine how much of it will be made. a previous~y~agreed-upon level ; 
This will affect future SUPPb’. for both political and economic 
There is therefore a constant forces will have got Out of hand.. 
tendency for the price of a corn- YOU cannot make an argument for 
modity and its marginat cost of a 25 per cent..advance in prices by 
production to equal each other, but inflation without someone:s con-. 
not because that marginal, Cost o f .  tending that the argument is twice 
production directly determines the as good for.an advance of 50 per. 
price.” cent. and someone else’? adding 

Other economic theories which that it is.four times as good for an  
MI. Hazlitt .criticises as fallacies advance of 100 per cent. T h e  
are .dealt with under the headings political pressure groups that have 
‘Spread the Work Schemes’, ‘The benefited from the inflation will 
Fetish of Full Employment’, insist upon its continuance. 
‘Who’s Protected by Tariffs’, . "inflation itself is a form of 
‘Parity Prices’, ‘Stabilising Corn- taxation. I t  is the Worst 
modities’, ‘Government Price possible form, which usually bears. 
Fixing’, ‘l’ht. Function of hardest on those least able to pay. 
Profits’, ‘The Assault on Sav- On the assumption that inflation 
ing’, and so on (see page 9). affected everyone and everything. 

The  longest chapter of the book evenly (which, we have seen, is. 
is given to ‘The Mirage of Infla- never true) it would be tantamount 
tion’. “So inflation turns out to be to a flat sales tax of the same per- 
mercly one more example of our .centage on all commodities, with 
central lesson. I t  may indeed bring the rate as high on bread and milk 
benefits for a short time to favoured as on diamonds and furs. Or  it 
groups, but only at the expense of might ,be thought of as cquivalent 
othem. .And in the long run .it to a flat tax of the same percentage, 
brings disastrous consequences to without exemptions, on everyone’s. 
the whole community. Even a incomc. I t  is a tax not only. on 

greater part of its value. 

, 

(covtinued on page 28) 3 2 1  
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ATLAS . \ 
ASSURANCE \. 

C O M P A N Y  L I M I T E D  

The parable of the house which 
was built upon sand and that 
which was built upon a rock is as 
true today as it was when it was 

f i rs t  uttered. It is equally t rue 

that a sound econom); must rest 
upon sure foundations and essen- 
t ia l  to the fabric of those founda- 
tions is a stable and enduring 
insurance structure. 
The Atlas Assurance Company, 
established in London in the year 
1808, is part of that structure and 
thus contributes not only to the 
prosperity of the country of i t s  

origin but also to the well-being 
of the peoples of many races and 
creeds throughout the civilised 
world. 

f S l A B L I S H E D  18Ob 

/ H E A D  O F F I C E  

. 9 2 ,  C H E A P S I D E .  L O N D O N ;  E.C.2 i 
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every individual’s expenditures, but 
on his savings account and life 
insurance. I t  is, in fact, a flat 
capital levy, without exemptions 
in which the poor man pays as 
high a percentage’as the rich man. 

“But the situation is even worse 
than this, because, as we have 
seen, inflation does not and cannot 
affect everyone evenly. Some suffer 
more than others. The  poor may 
be more heavily taxed by inflation, 
in percentage terms, than the 
rich. For inflation is a kind of tax 
that is out of control of’the tax 
authorities. I t  strikes wantonly in 
all directions. The  rate of tax 
imposed by inflation is not a fixed 
one ; it cannot he determined in 
advance. We know what it is 
tn-day ; we do, not know what i t  
will he tomorrow ; and tomorrow 
we shall not know what it will he 
on the day after. 

“Like every other tax, inflation 
acts to determine- the individual 
and business policies wc are all 
forced to follow. It  discourages all 
prudence and thrift. I t  encourages 
squandering, gamhling, reckless 
waste of all kinds. I t  often 
makes it more profitable to specu- 
late than to produce. I t  tears apart 
the whole fabric of stable economic 
relationships. Its inexcusable in- 
justices drive men toward desperate 
remedies. It plants the seeds of 
fascism and Communism. It  leads 
men to demand totalitarian ’con- 
trols. I t  ends invariably in hitter 
disillusion and collapse.” 

Mr. Hazlitt’s conclusion in the 
last chapter, ‘The Lesson Re- 
stated’ is: “Economics, ‘as we have 
now seen. again and again, is a 
science of recognising secondary 
consequences. It is the science of 
tracing the effects ofsome proposed 
or existing policy not only on some 
special interest in the short rim, hut 

3 2 3  

on the general interest iri the long 
run. 

“Now few people recognise the 
necessary implications of the eco- 
nomic statements they are con: 
stantly making. When they say 
that the way to economic salvation 
is to increasercredit, it is just as if 
they s?id that the way to economic 
salvation is to increase debt ; these 
are different names for the same 
thing seen .from oppositr sides. 
When they say that the way to 
prosperity , is to increase farm 
prices, it is like saying that the way 
to prosperity is to make food 
dearer for the city worker. \Yhen 
they say that the way to national 
wealth is to pay out government 
subsidies, they are io effect saying 
that the way to national wealth is 
to ilcrease taxes. When they make 
it a main objective to increase 
exports, ‘most of them do not 
realise that they necessarily make it 
a main objective ultimately to 
increase imports. When they say. 
under nearly all conditions, t lyt  the 
way to recovery is to increase ”age 
rates, they have found only another 
way of saying that the way to 
recovery is to increase costs of 
production. 

“ I t  does not necessarily follow, 
because each of these piopositions, 
like a coin, has its reverse side, or 
because .the equivalent proposition, 
or the other name for the remedy, 
sounds much less attractke, that 
the original proposal is undef all 
conditions unsound. There may 
be times when an increase in debt 
is a minor consideration as against 
the gains achieved with the bor- 
rowed funds ; when a government 
subsidy is unavoidable to achieve 
a certain purpose ; when a given 
industry cm afford an increase in 
production cost. and so on. But 
we ought to make sure in each case 
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that both sides of the coin have but, as he says, "a little economics 
been considered, that all the impli- can easily lead to the paradoxical 
cations of a proposal have been and preposterous conclusions we'  
studied. And this is seldom done." . have Just r ehea r s4  but that depth 

in economics brings men back to 
The book is written in a clear and commonsense, . F ~ ~  depth in 

forcible style with a notable ab- economics in looking for 
sence of economic jargon. Much of all the consequences of a 
it is elementary and some of the instead of merely resting one's 
solutions may seem over-simplified, gaze on those iminediately visible." 

~ P B e / r , l f o t r ~ i ~ i g  jgttrta rrwe givm I# Ihc Mi?,isler of 3'md itr m ~ ~ w w  lo (T pumliorr in 
Parli,7mc,,l :- 

SURSIDIES ON INDIVIDUAL FOODSTUFFS. 1Y47-48 
Subsidy Estimated 

Unit per unit Total Subsidy 
I'mce L million 

5 52.3 
35.Y 27.1 111 1 (Including \Vhrar),(ecrennc pwmenf) . . +'lLb 

61.1 
Shell Epw Doz. 241 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37.5 
27.U 

Cnrcase hleni ,. Ib. nrerage 
hlilk quart 
su.nr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ib. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .  22'5 . . . . . . . . . . . .  24.11 

7.1 
Cheers ' Ib. 
llulfer Ib. 

. . . . . . . .  1.6 
I .o 

hlarnrrinc * Ib. 
Lard Ib. 

17.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y.U 
1Y.S 

I'c. lb. 5 1  
I'olntuea (includiny ncrcwe payment) 7 Ib. 21 

\'es~lnbles, other than pocilloea. and f lu i ts  ere not subsidised. 
'l'herc arc dm subsidicil on animal fr.rding-alufla wclfrrc foods, milk in schools and nrtionrl 

milk rchcmer. borne by the hlinioiry of Food, mn &iIiseo bomc by the U o n d  of 'Trade. nnd 
[p~lymwts made fur ngriculrurol purpusea b y  rhe Aqr~culiurrl Depanmcnfs. 

On a dozen shell eggs the cost to the Government of keeping the 
retail price at Is. Yd. is no less than 2s. Ogd. .Bread to be sold at 41d. 
a 2 Ib. loaf costs just under 3d. in subsidy ; butter at Is. 6d. per Ib., 
l l d .  subsidy ; cheese at 10d. per Ib., 114d. subsidy ; flour at 1s. 5d. 
per 7 Ib., ]lad. subsidy ; bacon at 2s. per Ib., 10d. iubsidy ; and 
sugar at 5d. per Ib., 2d. subsidy. It  would appear from Mr. Strachey's 
figures that the total cost of the food subsidies for 1947-48 \vi11 
considerably exceed the estimate of A3W million which he gave in 
the summer. The  subsidies on animal feeding-stuffs, national milk , 
and milk in schools schemes, other welfare schemes, and fertilisers, 

. were then stated at L42.7 million, A33.4 million, A3.6 million and 
A8.2 mjllion respectively, The  total subsidy on individual food- 
stuffs as shown in the above table is A343 million, so that without 
any subsequent increases in the otlier subsidies referred to the 
present outlay would be of the order of A430 million. 

MI. Dalton was assuEedly right in recognising that the time had 
arrived to call a halt to,thc continued uptrend in this burden on the 
Exchequcr, and it is to be lioped that in this respect in particular his , 

successor's next Ihdget \!ill couiageously f x e  up to realities.- 
STArlsT, Uecrniher 6, 1947. 

] . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  .. :: 
11' 

Compound C&ng ?.?at Ib. I t  
!Iscon nnd llnm . . . . . . . . . .  lb. IO 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  

. . . .  

,. 
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ASHRIDGE COLLEGE 
(Prlnclpol : General Slr Bernard Paget. G.C.B.. D.S.O., M.C.) 

Ashridge .is a residential 
,College for education in 

CITIZENSHIP 
and provides an open 

forum tor discussion 

Lectures are given by dis- 
. tinguished men and women 

Each lecture is followed 
by discussion and questions 

The great house, adopted, to .the needs of a modern 
residential college and providing every comfort is set 

. in beautiful gardens in one. of the mast famous 
' pqrks in England 

For full particulars of week-end and holiday courses apply to :- 

Ashridge, 
Berkhamsted. 

' Telephone :'Little Gadderden 3191 

The Bursar, . 

Herts. ' 



Tabloid Digest 
Resurgence of Holland 

I-lolland lost a third of her wealth and productive capacity during, 
the IVar, and the Indonesian strife has taxed her resources further. 
Yet, by hard w o k a n d  sober living, she aims at full recovery by 1953. 
Goods and housing are short, and pre-war exports halved, hut 
production is already 90 per cent. of pre-War, and the 6:year plan 
.anticipates a 43 per cent.’increase by 1952.-TrMes REVIEW OF 

. 

! 
- 

, 
INDUSTRY, Novonber-December, 1947. i 

> ,  

T e n  Per Cent 
Dr. G .  C. Garrard, Resident Director of the Witton Works of 

,G.E.C., points out that the proportion of the national income pro- 
,duced by industry in four selected p r e w a r  years averaged only 45.8 
‘per cent. If we speak of an increase in production of 10 per cent., it’ 
would be wrong to think that we thereby obtain an effective increase 
of tangible goods of 10 per cent. of the nafional income (L757 million a‘ 
year). To secure this the increase needed from works and farms 
would be 20 per cent. or more.-INDUSTRY, December, 1947. 

The Nations’ Incomes 
. A  United Nations’ Survey has analysed the real level of national 

incomes, now universally disguised by inflation. Canada and the 
U.S.A. have greatly increased real incomes compared to 1938. 
France and Holland show a fall, but the U.K. has enjoyed an increase 
of about L300 million-although this is “not due to any corre- 
sponding rise in p r o d u c t i o n ” . - T ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  AHEAD, December, 1947. 

Rene Dabernat outlines steps to the integration of French and 
British economies as (1) Public consultation ;. ( 2 )  Organisation of 
supplies of raw materials ; (3) Specialisation of production, entailing, 
in each country, the disappearance of some industries and develop- 
ment of others ; (4) Re-division of export markets on the most 
ratiorial basis. Major obstacles exist, and the objects might more 
easily be attained within the framework of a United Europe.- 
CAIIIERS DU MONDLI NOUVFAU, 1947. , 

. 

Britain and France 

Prance’s Taxes 
Gilles Gozard, member of the Finance Commission of the National 

Assembly, attacks France’s over-complicated . taxation system, 
which does not work. He recommends an entirely new scheme 
similar to that in Britain. A small five-yearly tax on all enrichment 
would permit .a check on tax evasion, and produce an interesting 
economic CenSUS.-PRODUCT1ONS FRANCAISES, December, 1947. 

India Looks lo Russia 
kising world food prices have meant heavy subsidies for imported . ’ ’ 

grain and rice, which are beyond the means of the Government of 

3 2 6  
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India. If F.A.O. cannot halt profiteering by price.controi and 
rationing in U.S.A., India must look to Russia for grain at, long-term 

' . prices.-EASTERN EcoNobllsT, Armember, 1947. 

South Atnericon Inflation 
Latin America, no less.than Europe, is ,in difficulty with balance of 

payments. Javier Marquez explains that fear of an American slump 
has given force to the urge to industrialise and become less de- 
pendent on world markets. Derelopmrnt schemes and rising incomes. 
haw caused huge demands for imports, while rising priccs are ' 
expected to handicap exports. Disdvantages of heavy Government 
spending in times of boom are ignored ; Governments follow the 
line of least resistance and inflation is accepted instead of taxation.- 

1NTllR-AMllRlCAN ECONO&llC A F F A I R S ,  vol. 1, NO.  2 1947.. 

Cost of Progress 
. British industry in 1946 was spcnding about six times more than. 
before the War on research, with a total outlay of some E30 million 
per annum.-SURVEY BY F.B.1. INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH SllCRkTARlAT. 

6 .  ' 

Pre-view of Britain in 1955 
The  Fourth Number of Fu'runE (4s. 6d. ; 51a Rathbone Place, 

London, \\'.I), is devoted to a clever imaginary picture of, Britain in 
1955. T h e  authors of  all the articles believe passionately in Britain's 
future, and.seek to show the success which is the destined end 
of various current experiments. Naturally every article is debatable. 
Prqduction is magnificent. 

Writers lDr*esentcsl ie this Bssuo 
. Roy  Harrod R .  F .  Kahn, C.B.E. - 

University. lecturer in Eco- - King's College, Cambridge ; 
nomics. Oxford (Christ Member of Council of Royal 
Cllurch) ; Joint l<diior ?f Economic. Society. 
Economi? Journal. Stephen Swingler M.P. 

(Labour, Stafford) ; educatek 
Henry Hozlitt Stove School and N e w  

~ \ i l ~ ~ b ~ ~  of editorial board ' College, Oxford ; 1V.E.A. 
of the Nm York ; lecturer ; author of 'Political 
'One of. the .fe,,. economists Thought Since the French Revo- 
in human history who really,can 
write'. (U. L. Mencken). 

lution' (1938).. 

Executive Secretary of the 
Preparatory Committee of the 

American econnmist ; graduate Havana Conference at work on 
of Yale University. I draft charter of 1.T.O. 

Eric .Wyndharn White 

Alfred E .  Kahn 
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P*WO" 

.H.M. THE KING 

Prefidem 
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER 

Choirman of G r a d  Coundl 
THE RT. HON. VISCOUNT HAILSHAM 

Choirman of 5ciencific Advisory Commiiirr 
THE RT. HON. THE LORD HORDER 

WILL FINALLY CONQUER 

with YOUR help 

Send Ccnationr and Erqumrr IO :- 

BRITISH EMPIRE CANCER CAMPAIGN 
I I ,  GROSVENOR CRESCENT, LONWN. 5.W.I 

rcIcPhmc : SLOANE 5756 



IIT 

Get 
your q 
PHIS 'EASIER W A Y  

Y o u r  bank offers a free service that enables you to invest 

your money in National Savings Certjficates without trouble or 
effort. Whether 'you want to make a block purchase or invest 

a regular sum every month, you have only to siga a Banker's 
Order Form. The Bank will do the rest free of charge. 

You can hold 1,000 of the new lo/- Savings Certificates- 

and they will become E650 in ten years' time. With Income 
Tax at 9/: this is equivalent to a taxable investment yielding 

€4 16s. 8d;.per cent. 

it is even more attractive.. 

. .  

If you are paying more than 9J- in the 

. Savings Certificates are a g&-edged investment : ask your 
Bank Manager to tell you all about the easy way of buying them, 

SAVE-The Bank Vay 


